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ABSTRAGT
On Rarotonga the existing water supply is served by a double ring-main distribution network which
is fed by the capture of surface water catchments installed on the mair r streäms of the island. The
total demand includes domestic and commercial water requirements, agricultural applications
(including irrigation of market gardening) and, it is suspected significant wastage through a leak-
prone distribution network. During drought periods demand increases while the supply falls and it
becomes difficult or impossible for the system 1e s¿tisfy all exi31¡nn ,t".'

Twenty geo-electrical soundings (Offset Wenrrer and Schlumberger methods), carried out on the
plains ali around the island, have indicated that there is a good quantity of largely unexploited
groundwater in the coastal plain aquifers, which could provide a valuable source of water supply
for agricultural purposes.

This report iclentifies zones with groundwater potential as well as indicates appropriate extraction
technology in order to minimise salt-water intrusion risk. Because of the shallow vtrater table and

the proximity oÍ iiie aquifer to the seashore the use of horizontal galleries may be the mosi
appropriate technology. Galleries avoid the problems of excessive drawdown and consequent
upconing of saline water, which can result from localised pumping of individual boreholes.

It is hoped that the construction of a demonstration horizontal gallery will be the next step of this

project.
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INTRODUCTION

Background
Rarotonga in the Cook lslands depends upon several surface water catchments for its reticulated
water supply. This system provides water for domestic, commercial, industrial and âgricultural
uses and, during periods of drought, is becoming increasingly unreliable. This unreliability is the

result of a nurnbei' of factc¡'s:
. the natural climatic variability which exposes the island to frequent low rainfall pericds,
. the lack of any significant storage capacity in the water supply system and the small scale of

the water supply catchments,
. the leakage and other losses frorn the reticulation systern,
. the high per capita water usage.

There are a corresponding number of actions that can be taken to improve the current position and

it is likely that none will be sufficient by itself. Tlte rneasures that have been proposed in the past

have included:
. the construction of surface water storage capacity,
. the development of further surface water catchments,
. the upgrading of the reticulation network through a programme of leak detection and control,
. the introduction of a demand management programme thrcugh metering and charging for use,

. the development of groundwater as a supplement to the reticulated supply.

The principal purpose of this SOPAC project was to assess the potential to use groundwater to

supplement existing surface water resources. The project was carried out in January/February
t S'g'B ¡n response to a request by the Crcok lslands Government and follows recommendations

made after a previous SOPAC visit (Burke and Ricci, 1996).

Geclogy, Morphology anrl Flydrogeology of the Goastal Pla!n

The coastal fringe of Rarotonga consists of sediments derived from inland and sea deposition
processes. footn¡tl terraces have formed from fans of strongly weathered volcanic alluvium while

ä narrow strip of beach deposits and coral debris surrounds the island. A depressed belt of

swamp, undàrlain partly by coral sand and partly by fan gravels, occurs betwpen the(erraces and

the coastal strip. The geological map in Figure 1 is based on the geologicalsurvey caìried out by

Wood and Hay (1970f and shows the following sediments/geological units encountered from the

terraces to the sea:

Nikao Gravels
Bordering the volcanic hills are terraces of various heights, consisting of weathered volcanic

gravels. These terraces have been divided (Grange and Fox, 1953) into low terraces (younger

Ñifao; and higher terraces (older Nikao), depending on their age of formation. Variations in the

deposition prócess have resulted in a spatially diverse lithology. On the plain, the clay inatrix is
predominant and the upper layer of Nikaq Gravels is strongly weathered to highly impervious clay,

which in places tends to clay loam. At higher altitudes, volcanic rounded pebbles frequently

appear in the clay matrix of this formation. Because of this variable composition, this deposit can

be'expected to have a range of hydrogeological properties. Where the clay matrix is predominant

the deposit is likely to be quite impermeable. This usually occurs in the plain where the Nikao

Graveis border the swamp area. At greater altitudes, usually in the fans where the Njkao Gravels

have been re-sorted by river transport, the clayey sediment is less pervasive and water is able to

circulate. A clear distinction between these different aspects of the Nikao Gravel is not

siraightforward and canrtot be done frorn morphological evidence alone.

Swamp Deposifs
Between the beach deposits and the Nikao Gravels are narrow and irregular swamp-like

depressions, commonly used for growing taro. These are composed of fine sediments, mostly

brown and grey mud, that make the bottom relatively impermeable. The water in the srvamp is

\'[
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generally derived from precipitation, sub-surface runoff and springs, which appear at the foot of the
gravel terraces. Slightly acid freshwater in the swamps may be responsible for dissolution of
carbonate materialthereby increasing swamp size. 

ù

Beach Ridges. (Aroa Sands) i
The large ridge that fringes the Rarotonga coastal plain is composed mainly of unconsolidated
carbonate sand and gravel. Wood and Hay (1970) map this zone as a single unit named 'lArqa

Sands". The sands occur mainly on the south and west coast beaches, while elsewhere gravel is
the predominant component. These sediments are mainly composed of bioclastic, primarily coral,
carbonates but significant amounts of volcanic material may occur, especially at the mouths of the
larger streams (Avana, Matavera, Turangi, and Tupapa). The relation between the carbonate
sediments and the volcanic derived gravels has not been determined everywhere. The inland
borrnclary is sometimes hidCen by the swamp area and, as a result, it is difficult to define the inland
extent of the sands, Previous workers (Clement and Bourguet 1992, Binnie and Partners 1984)
hav_q n9lg!_gtql_lql¡rqlel ggc_q,qe-n,ce in this formation. Though the permeability could be expected
to vary sïþhtly from place to place, depending on grain size and matrix composition, it is more
homcgeneous than the Nikao Gravels.

Stream alluvium and reworked sediments
Large streams, especially in the ng¡th-and¡¡,æ!_part of the island, maintain direct channels to the
sea. They are bordered by narrow flood plains but extensive well-developed estuaries are absent.
The alluvial deposits are usually composed of round boulders and fine sediments reworked by

stream tiansport. As a general rule, the amount of fine sediment is related to the lgnSpprt-erlggy;
as transport energy weakens more fìne sediments are deposited. ln the north and east part of the
island, between the Avana and Takuvaine streams, the inner part of the coastal plain is partly

comprised of sediments which have been reworked by the action of streams and floods.
Richniond (1990) has mapped the extent of these deposits at a scale of 1:10,000. The distinction
between reworked sediments and coastal terraces (Nikao Gravels) is based more on the
geological feature of the deposits rather than on the formation process. Q!rygm alluvium deposits
can yield useable quantities of water because of their high permeability. ln the past, these
deposits have been exploited with infllfaliO¡_g,alleries located in the stre¡am beds. The hydrological
potential of the fans is also likely to be good, especially where permearble dtlposits (such as gravel

and sand) have been accumulated.
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Figure l: Simplified geologic map of the coastal fringe of Rarotonga

Hydrology and Glimate
Thompson (1986) provides a description of the rainfall distribution over Rarotonga. Mean annual
rainfall is highest in the centre of the island with over 4000mm reported. On the coastal margins
conditions are driest in the north-west of the island (2000mm) and wettest in the south (3000mm).

The variability of rainfall recharge can be illustrated using the rainfall records from the Rarotonga
Airfield for which daily data is available since 1929. For this investigation daily water budget
calculations have been made using the following assumptions:
¡ surface runoff can be neglected
. daily evaporation estimated from the monthly total figures given by Thompson (1986)
. soil moisture holding capacity of 125 mm

The resulting temporal pattem of recharge is shown as an annual series in Figure 2. The
calculated average annual recharge from rainfall is 640 mm which is approximately 33% of the
average annual rainfall. However the variability of rainfall produces a corresponding variability in
recharge and in some years it appears that negligible recharge may occur; e.g. in 1950, 1982,
1983 & 1987 the calculated annual recharge was less than25% of the mean. This variability in
recharge must be considered when planning to develop groundwater resources. The smaller the
resourcÆ the more susceptible it will be to shortterm fluctuations in recharge rates.-
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Figure 2: Measured rainfall and estimated recharge'for Rarotonga Airport.

There appears to have been no long-term program of groundwater level monitoring on Rarotonga.
However, from Febru ary 1997 groundwater levels ha'¡e been recorded at a shallow well at Muri

Beach on the south east of the island (Appendix 4). Patl of that record is-plotted in Figure 3

together with daily rainfall data from Totokoitu on the south of the island.lfnough there are other
complicating factors, it is clear that rainfall is having an ,3ffect on groundw-aïer levels. There
appears to be a lag of several days between the occurrence of heavy rain and the subsequent
increase in groundwater levels. ln the sandy deposits at the Muri Beach well local reôharge could
be expected to have a relatively rapid effect. The recorded response to the high rainfall in mid-
September suggests that local recharge may produce a response within 1 or 2 days. The larger
response, which occurred 1 week after that rainfall, is presumably the result of lateral inflow and
illustrates the potential for recharge of the coastal margins from inland areas.' i
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Figure 3: Groundwater depth at Muri Beach and daily rainfall at Totokoitu.

Jtrevir¡us grou ndwater studies
A number of previous investigations of Rarotonga's water resources have in'volved consideration of
the potential for groundwater development. Binnie & Partners (1984) report on the water
resources of Rarotonga focused on the needs for a ed that the
grclundwater was unlikely to provide the required yi elgss tney
ñoted the potential for faimers to reduce their depe eù and

proposed investigation drilling in six areas of the island - largely within the Aroa sands. Aquifer
properties and development potential were assessed for four geological units as follows:
. Stream Alluvium. Moderate potential for developmenl over limited areas near major

watercourses with a serious hazard of pollution'
. Aroa Sands. Good potential on inland edge of outcrop and with high yields except where

aquifer thickness creates constraints.
. Nikao Gravels. Generally poor potential and suitable for only small-scale development.
. Volcanic Rocks. Development potential expected to be generally poor.

Waterhouse and Petty (1986) report on the hydrogeology of six islands in the Southern Cook
tslands and summarise the findings from an extended drilling programme to invegtigate subsurface
geology. Binnie & Partners (1984) had previously used their unpublished data. iln relation to

Rarotónga, Waterhouse and Petty concluded that the Late Pleistocene-Holocene gravels, sand, t\ / t

coral, and undifferentiated alluviurn could yield wcrthwhile quantities of ground water. However, v't ' )'
they indicated that the quantity and quality would vary from place to place, depending upon depth

of borehole and proximity to the coast, swamns, and inhabited areas!

.M Cl"*"nt and Bourget (1992) undertook an assessment of the surface water and groundwatert resources of Rarotonga. They identifìed the coastal plain as a good source of groundwater and,

amongst a range of measures, proposed groundwater development by shallow wells in the coastal
plain. Their prèliminary estimate of groundwater resources in the coastal plain indicated a flow of
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approximately 550 l/sec through about 32 km of coastal line (equivalent to an average of about 1 to
2llsec for every 100 metres of beach length). 

I

t
Burke & Ricci (1996) undertook an assessment of the exploitation of groundwater resources and
prepared a plan for the development and management of existing aquifers. ìThe first phase of that
plan included a proposal to carry out a geophysical survey of the Nikao Gravels and Aroa Sands
together with borehole drilling and testing.

METHODS
This project primarily involved a geophysical survey designed to determine the depth to
groundwater and, where possible, to underlying salt water in the Aroa Sands and the Nikao

Gravels on the coastal marEins of Rarotonga. ln addition, hydrological and meteorological data

were analysecl in an attempt to provide a perspective on the nature of drought events in
Rarotonga.

Geophysica! Survey
Knowledge of the location of the interface between saline and fresh groundwater is of far-reaching

importanóe for island water resource management. Geophysical methods have proved to be

particularly well suited for this purpose, since the electric resistivity of the aquifer is strongly
influenced- by the ions diss results in marked contrasts between the

properties of unsaturated, -water saturated media.[$'face resistivity
meihods are based on the istivity of the ground can be measured by

inducing an electrical current at the ground surface using a standard array of electrodes (two

currentãnd two potential electrodes). Resistivity soundings involve measurements of apparent

resistivity over a range of electrode spacirrgs in order to obtain an indication of how resistivity
changes with depth. lnterpretation of these soundings can establish the depths to a sequence of

different Iayers with different electrical resistivitYl

The resistivity scundings undertaken in this survey used the "Offset Wenned' nnethcC (Barker,

1981) which is an improvement on the standard Wenner array. ln addition, four Schlumberger
arraysounding were carried out. ln the Offset Wenner method five electrode positions are used to

measure two (offset) Wenner resistances and three additional resistances. The displacement
(offset) of one of the Wenner array reduces undesirable spurious effects due to lateral

underground resistivity variations. ln addition, three additional resistance m'6asurembnts allow

calculãtion of the observation error, which gives an indication of the reliability of the measurement
for each electrode spacing.

Soundings were carried out using an ABEM Terrameter SAS 300 supplemented, as required, with

the SAS2000 Booster. Field results obtained with the booster unit appeared unreliable and results

obtained using the booster were not usecj in subsequent analysis. The Offset Wenner array was

set up using tñe BGS-256 switch box and multi-core cables with steel spikes used as current and

potential electrodes.

The purpose of the geophysical survey was to investigate the depth and thickness of freshwater in

deposits of the coastal plain around the island. Since electrical resistivity methods perform at their
best in a horizontal layered situation, all the soundings were oriented, as far as possible, parallel to

the coastline. Soundings were usually carried out along one of the two roads that circle the island

in order to obtain relatively easy access to the length of relatively clear ground required. ln

addition this made it possible to take advantage of elevation data available for some sections of
road.

Drought Analysis
Drought is an unusual hazard as, by its very nature, its onset is gradual. As a drought develops

water resource managers may be caught in the situation where it appears that they are not

lTR259-Ricci &Scottl
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prepared for the situation. A drought index can provide a measure.of the sgverity of a drought and

can be used to inform the public and as a basis for specifìc drought management measures.

\
Drought can be defined in terms of plant water requirements, fire hazard, catchment yield,

grouñdwater resources etc., and each requires a different basis on which 1o'calculate a drought

ì-ndex. The palmer Drought Severity lndex (Palmer 1965) has been popular in the US as a

measure of meteorologicál drought and requires data on precipitation, temperature and soil

Available Water Conte-nt (AWC). However, despite its popularity and wide use within the US the
palmer Drought Severity ìndex'has a number of limitations: in particular it does not accurately

represent thJhydrologicci impacts resulting from long term ciroughts.

The Standardised precipitation lndex (SPl) has been developed by McKee et al' (1993) to quantify

precip time scales.
the av resources; s
an SP shotl scale,
reflect longer time scales' As deíined by M
and drier climate can be represented in the

McKee et al. (1993) is shown in Table 1

Table 1: Standardized Precipitation lndex categories

SPI Value Drought
Category

0.00 to -0.99 Mitd

-1.00 to -1.49 Moderate
-1.50 to -1.99 Severe
-2.00 or less Extreme

RESULTS

Resistivity I nterPretation
A total of 20 soundings were carried out at 18 sites. Appendix 1 provides full details of fleld

observations for those
interpretation. For the the

offset arrays at each el re

initial sounding results
Wenner and Schlumberger arrays and the more
interpretation.

For each sounding it is possible to identify a layered earth model which explains the observed
rs represent not only the geological variation but
o the interface with underlying salt-water' When
ered model has been constrained by other
, the estimated or measured depth.to the water

table and any available drilling information. The interpretation also involved considering all

soundings cóllectively in an attempt to correlate geological/hydrogeological layers between

individual sites. This process has le,l to the identification of the following layer tlrpes or units:

Topsoil. This is the reworked thin portion (usually less than a metre) of upper ground. Depending

on the matrix composition of this soil, the resistivity values range from 50O ol-.. (sandy matrix)

to 30 ohm*m (clayey matrix). One sounding (lo ated besides the airstrip) indicates a topsoil

formed by backfilÍ giavel used to drain and stabilise the ground.

I
r
I

t¡
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Unsaturated. This represents a unit that does not contain free water. This does not mean that
this unit must be totally dry, because some clayey sediment contains a percentage of capillary
water. The presence of this capillary water in very fine sediments affect redistivity values and
sometimes results in resistivity values equivalent to saturated conditions. ln the unsaturated beach
deposits (Aroa Sand) resistivity ranges from 200-600 ohm*m (when mostly sandy) Io 120O-24Q0
ohm*m when gravel is predominant. The presence of clay in unsaturated sand deposits
significantly lowers the resistivity value. When the layer is formed almost entirely of clay the
resistivity,¡alue drops to a few ohm"m.

Saturated. This represents a unit where water is freely availa'ole and eventually could be

extracted. The field results quite clearly indicate the distinction between freshwater-saturated and

saltwater-satrrrated layers. Some differences in resistivity values were highlighted in freshwater-
saturated layers, where the presence of fine sediments (clayey products of weathered volcanic
rocks process) has reduced the resistiviiy. The fact that some low values of resistivity are due to

the matrix conrposition, rather than the presence of brackish water, is confirmed by two soundings

where water conductivity has been measured. ln these cases water conductivity measurements

indicate freshwater while geoelectrical modelled results suggest a water-saturated layer with

relatively low resistivitY.

Volcanic Basement ln some parts of the island the volcanic basement is shallower than

elsewhere, located only a few metres below the soil surface. These rocks, dense and fine grained,

outcrop mainiy in the west side of the island and close to Muri. Soundings at these sites very
clearly show the presence of dry massive rocks. The values given to these rocks accord with
reference values for dry basalt (Milsom, 1996).

The resi¡;tivity ranges for the different conditions encountered in each of the layer types are

summalsedln TaOle 2. Commentary on the sounding interpretations is provided in Table A1-1 of

Appendix 1 and individual sounding interpretations are summarised in Table 3. V/here the
piesence of a freshwater layer has been inferred its properties have been highlighted. The

soun,lirrg root mean square (RMS) error indicates how well the interpreted layererd model explains

the fielcl observations. lt is possible for several alternative models to explain fielci observations and

the equivalence column in Table 3 indicates the severity of this factor for eacl't model layer. An

overview of the results is presented in Figure 4 showing the location of each s;ounding together
with a representation of the interpreted model. i

.4 
tt.,

Table 2: Summary of interpreted resistivity values

LAYER TYPE CONDITION RESISTIVITY (ohm*m)

Top soil Sandv 100-500
Clavev 30-70
Gravel (base course) 1 200 - 2000

Unsaturated Dry sand 200 - 600
Drv sand and qravel (beach deposit) 1200 - 2400
Sand and clay (depending on proportion) 20 - 120
Clay 0.4-6

Saturated Freshwater sand and qravel 150-200
Freshwater sand 100 - 150

Freshwater sand ancl clay 20 -34
Saltwater sand and qravel 2-10

Volcanic basement 300,000 - 600,000

lTR259-Ricci &Scottl
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Table 3: Resistivity sounding interpretations

Sounding
RMS Error

Depth
(m)

Thickness
(m)

Resistivity
(ohm-m)

Equivalence Lithology Altitude
WT Depth

RAROl 0 0.45 70 Minor clayey top soil 4

2.e5% 
I

0.45 16 27.6 Minor dry sand + clay 2.05

RARO2 0 08 '1800 Severe top soil (gravel) JO

27.4% 08 0.6 400 Severe dry sand 1.4

A/t 1 0000000 volcanic basement

25RARO3 25 250 Minor dry sand

'16.6% 2.5 2.5

74 2Ã 1B Severe saltwater sat. sand

'10.9 400000 volcanic basement

RARO4 0 43 2240 Minor dry sand and gravei 55

14.9% 4.3

95 42 6.'16 Severe saltwater sat. sand
4a atJ. t 400000 volcanic basernent

RAROs 0 o7 1 050 Mitd dry sand and gravel 5.5

23.Oo/. 07 a.) 2000 Severe dry sand and gravel 3.9

3_9 12 Mitd freshwater sat. sand

15.9 3B '10 Severe saltwater sat. sand

19 400000 volcanic basement

RARO6 0 0.'11 1420 Severe top soil (gravel) o?

7.82% 0.'11 Õ 23 Unique blayery deposits 9.21

8.1 1 11 0.63 Severe very clayey horizon

I 2t

RAROT 0 1 69 Unique top SO 6.5 - 7.5

6.02Yo 1
'19.3 clayey deposiis

RAROS 4.98 I 150 Minor dry sand and gtavel 55

12.7% 4.98 14.9 150 .Severe freshwater sat. sand 4.98

19.88 13.12 saltwater sat. sand

RARO9 0 0.34 145 Md sandy top soil 2.8 - 3.2

20.5% 0.34 15 600 Md dry sand 1.84

1.84 7 45 Severe freshwater sat. sand

8.84 20 12 Mitd saltwater sat. sand

28.5 400000 volcanic basemen

RAROIO 0 08 510 Mitd sandy top soi 2-8

8.43Yo 08 14 600 Mitd dry sand 2_2

14 Minor freshwater sat. sand

16.2 57 saltwater sat. sand

[TR259-Ricci &Scott]
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Sounding Depth Thickness Resistivity Equivalence Lithology Altitude

RMS Error (m) (m) (ohm-m) WT Depth

RARO11 0 0.32 494 Md 'l sandy top soil 44
13.0% 0.32 25 1 300 Md dry sand and gravel 2.82

9.32 14 saltwater sat. sand

RARO12 U u 15 110 Severe sandy top soil aa

41.0% 0.15 '1 5 220 Severe d:-y sand 1.65

12

13.65 500000 volcanic basement

RAROl3 0 0.1 35 ?o Severe clayey top soil 76
Á aaoln,zo lo 0.135 3.726 II Unique clayey layer 5(?)

3.861 1.128 120 Severe sandy clayey layer

4.989 0.'1 5 0.33 Severe very clayey layer

24

RARO14 0 03i 60 Severe clayey top soil 68

5.1Oo/o 0.3'1 49 24.6 Minor sand and clay 5.21

4.7. 35 Extreme.. freshwater sat. sand and clay

9.91 2.7 saltwater sat. sand

RARO15 0 o.25 140 Severe sandy top soil u

7.24% 0.25 056 90 Severe dry clayey top soil

081 ZJ sandy clayey layer

RAROl6 0 05 '1 10 Severe sandy top soi '10

5.36% 05 79 48 Minor clayey deposit 9.9

84 15 lÕ Severe very clayey horlzon

9^9 120

RARO17 0 071 256 Severe sandy to¡, soil 28
9.55% 071 '1 8 1 300 Severe dry sand 2.5

2.51 6.4 90

891 '10 saltwater sat. sand

RARO18 0 0'13 125 Severe sandy top soil 5.4

21.1% 0.13 Ã 330 Md dry sand 5.13

5.'t3 10 150 Severe freshwater sat.'sand

15.13 58 2.2 Severe saltwater sat. sand

20.8 400000 volcanic basemeni
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Map scale

0 1000 20O0 m

Vertical bar scale: 1 :1000
(1 mm=1m)

Location and direcüon of sounding

Top so¡l + unsaturE¡ted layer

Freshwater saturated layer

Saltwater saturated layer

Volcan¡c basement

Figure 4: Location of res¡stivity soundings and simplified layered earth model
interpretations

Drought Index calculations
A variation of the Standardized Precipitation lndex, without normalization, has been calculated
using 69 years of monthly rainfallfrom Rarotonga Airfield. This has been done in order to simplify
the calculation but still allows valid comparison of drought conditions, for the same site, at different
times and over different time scales. The results obtained from the analysis are shown in Figure 5

for three month, six month and twelve month time scales. The horizontal dotted lines in each
section of the figure correspond to the drought categories listed in Table 1 (i.e. Mild-Moderate-
Severe). For allthree time scales the drought conditions experienced in 1982-83 produced a
record low drought index (at around 650 months from the start of records) which reached the
'Extreme Drought' category for the 6 and 12 month time scales. The figure illustrates the
significance of time scele when considering drought impacts: as the time scale increases, droughts
of a given severity occur less frequently and are more persistent.
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Equation 1
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o 120 240 360 480 600 720 840
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Figure 5: Standardised Precipitation lndex for three alternative time scales

ln the context ,cf the management of Rarotonga's water supply a drought index should, ideally,

reflect the appropriate timãscale for surface ðatchment yielcìs, use lclng term rainfall records which

reflect rainfalí paiterns over the supply catchments and should be simple to calculate' Siome of

these requirements can not be achieved with the available climatic and hydrologic data for the .. .

island. Until further data are available and the necessary studies undertaken it should be possible

to use the long-term rainfall from Rarotonga Airfield to provide a meas-ure o!:drough\. A simpler'

rather ad hoc, alternative to the SPI Drought lndex may provide a useful stailing poin\

A simple weighted sum of receni monthly rainfall totals is proposed as a drought measure. The

measure considered is Cefined here as:

Dl¡ = p,-,, + 0.9*P¡-z + 0.8*P¡.s + ........'.+ 0.1*P¡-1s

where Dli = ¡ry"¡nhted Sum Drought lndex for month i

P¡-r = Precipitation in month (i -1) etc.

This simple drought index closely matches the behaviour of the Standardized Precipitation lndex

calculated for a 6-month time scåle. The two indices are compared in Figure 6 for a selected 100

months of the 69-Year record.
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Groundwater availability . ,,, 
,

Beach Rrdges (Aroa Sands) i
The resistivity soundings clearly show that the carbonate sand and gravei deposit (Aroa Sands)

contains freshwater. The water table ranges from less than one to two metres above mean sea

level (m.s.l.), depending on the distance from the shore. Saltwater interface:ranges.from three to

fourteen metres below m.s.l. Hydrogeological properties in these deposits appear to be quite

homogeneous, influenced only by different matrix composition.

Basically, the groundwater potential is rciated to the width of sandy outcrops and the extent of the

likely reservoirl Sounding RARO10 near the Rarotongan Hotel is placed on the widest Aroa Sands

outirop and shows a freshwater saturated layer with a thickness of 14 metres. The second key

factor is the amount of recharge from direct irrfìltration of local precipitation and from sub-surface

flow from inland. Rarotonga's rainfall distribution suggests that conditions would be more
' favourable for direct rechaige in the south-east and interior of the island. The extent and efficiency

of river catchments will detãrmine, to some extent, the amount of water that can infiltrate the sands

though the main sediment bodies. ln addition, the degree of capture by surface water intakes will

exert some influence on groundwater availability.

ln some areas of the island the resistivity survey has indicated the presence of shallow volcanic

basement under the sandy deposit. This shaliow basement is found on the west g¡Q-¡;-ou-t!¡east of
iting its potential. The results show, in these

a minimum of five to twelve metres (soundings ;
ion of aquifer thickness poses a risk of relatively
ceeds a delimited portion of the recharge input.

crt well tvhere the concentration of saltwater in the

well has increased rapidly in extended dry periods'l

Coastal Terraces (Nikao Gravels) and Swamp Area

These deposits show different results reflecting the heterogeneity of these sediments. The

resistivity soundings inCicate the local occurrence of an aquifer under the upper clayey layer of

coastal terraces, fõrmed by Nikao Gravels. Generalizatiorrs about the potential and occurrence of

¡ris aquifer cannot be made because there are insufficient data: only four soundings were carried

out on these deposits. To gain a more detailed picture of the extent and nature of these aquifers it

would be necesiary to carr! out investigation drilling, ¡tossibly supported by,inore re.sistivity

soundings. .'r '\,

# ln the east side of the island groundwater occurs under a clayey layer. The aquifer is locally {;\¿ì
formed by a gravel occurrence in the fans of coastal terraces. ln this situation recharge comes

only from thJrainfall that infiltrates at higher altitude and flows upon the impermeable volcanic

baéement. Though this will limit the potential for local recharge from precipitation it may also

provide a measure of protection from contamination from the land surface.

Groundwater zonation
Based on the interpretation of the survey results, the coastal plain of Rarotonga has been divided

into different sectors (zones) depending on their likely groundwater potential. The sandy lithology

(identified as Beach ÈiOgeslnroa Sands) is the most reliable and exploitable aquifer because of its

Èydrogeological uniformity and ease with which water can be found. Further inland the coastal

térracés (Nit<ao gravels and locally reworked fan sediments) could give good groundwater potential

but water occurrence is not as widely available as in the sands.

The following zones have been shown in Figure I along with the boundaries ôf the existing water

supply catchments (l.lB: The sector between the airport and Tupapa Stream has not been included

in this investigation).

,'"
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Zone l. Sands with good potential because of width. Shallow volcanic basement (depth ranges
from 5 to 15 metres below mean sea level) limits aquifer reservoir. Risks of relatively rapid onset
of saltwater intrusion during drought time.

Zone 2. Sands with good potential. Further inland, groundwater potential in fans located in
coincidence with streams outlet. The zone is located in the "wet" part of the island and receives an
input of recharge not only from direct precipitation but also from lateralflow through stream
alluvium sediment bodies.

Zone 3. The width of the biggest sand outcrop provides a good groundwater potential. Volcanic
basement only marginally affects the northern border.

Zone 4. Medium groundwater potentialfrom the sands, due to limited width of Aroa Sands outcrop

NOT EUALUATED

ZONE

N

A

Scale

0 1000 2000 m

l+-¡

ZONE 3

River Catchment Boundary

Stream

Figure 8: Grounduater zones and existing water supply catchments

Groundwater development
The geophysical survey suggests that the sand of the Beach Ridges Deposit contain the most
reliable aquifer, with some differences from zone to zone. However, because of the proximity of
the seashore the exploitation of this aquifer requires careful management. lt is important in
planning future use of the Aroa Sands aquifer to find sites where both the thickness and distance
from the sea are a maximum, so that there is the least risk of saline intrusion and loss of yield in
drought periods. Sites on the seaward side of swamp areas are most likely to meet that
requirement.

Coastal aquifer exploitation increases the risk of saline intrusion. Conventional wells tend to
produce a localised water table drawdown resulting* ¡n tfre upconing of saltwater from below.
However, if water abstraction is distributed over a wider area, the water table drawdown and the

ZONE 2

ú
D
ù

ZONE

Storm Ridge Deposits
(Aroa Sands)

ZONE 4
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consequent uprising of the mixing zone can be reduced. Horizontal infiltration galleries effectively

skim freshwater from the surface of the aquifer, thus distributi-ng the pumpiñg over a Wicle area.

There are likely to be significant advantages in using that technology for the¡development of

groundwater oh the Raótonga coastal plain sandv deposits, especially where the depth to the

water table is relativelY low.

The horizontal infìltration gallery, because of its structure, will have a higher co9-t q9[Perlìd to a

conventional vertical well.- Nevêrtheless, when exploiting a coastal aquifer with saline intrusion

i¡ir,, tn" higher initial cost may be justifìed in the long-term period by the higher reliability and

longer life of the horizontal ivell.

Groundwater develoPment oPtions

The coastal aquifer is the natural site where all possible polli.riants infiltrated from inland are

accumulated. piggeries distributed around the terrace at the foot of the volcanic hills and various

human activities (for instance widespread use of fertiiiser, herbicides, septic tank discharges and

uncontrolled waste landfills, etc.) have very likely already polluted the coastal plain aquifer. ln

adclition to these actuat or poteniial risks of water contamination, tire coastal aquifer, if

overexploited, can be contaminated by saltwater intrusion.

one development option would be to take groundwater frc.rrn the coastal plain aquifers and use it to

direcily augment fl.räöi".ànt reticulation syitem. However this option would require extensive

land-use controls or require treatment to rémove pollutants such as nitrates or fertilisers. That

treatment courd n.'år." ti.'¡. option quite expensive. rn addition this option would expose the

reticulated water,rpprv to ä serious tnreat of contamination from saltwater occurrence in the wells'

The fìrst and immediate development option for the groundwater extracted from the plain is

eet drinking water standards of high content of faecal bacteria or

uitable for irrigation without any treatment. However, because

of have perma-nent tenure on the land they are farming there is

ment in clevelopments having long-term benefits over a local

area. Groundwater developme irrigation could occur in a number of different contexts and

downerã may develop groundwater for their own use or to increase

land. Otl'rei farmers may prefer to use low cost development

ly to resulf. in contamination (e.g. the use of temporary.dug pits). lt

developnrent of communal systems to serve severa\small farmers

wever, as long as water userl are able to take their rèquirements

from the reticulated system there will be litfle incentive to develop other sources. Perhaps the

largest incentive to oËvetopment would be user charges and controls on use for the reticulated

system.

Drought management
The ability to quantify the severity of a drought makes it feasible to consider a number of

management responses. Tile *äignteo .u,i drought inder presented in this report can be simply

calculated from monthly rainfall records (see Appendix 2). lt could be used initially as a basìs for

public information; wneî the ind uld issue

monthly reports *'ni"n advise th lace the

current situation in context wiih g water

conservation efforts and raising 's water

resources.

Where conditions required some rationing of supplies a drought index could be used as an

objective basis for iniroducing constraintsl. For ínstance, it mlght be considered appropriate to limit

the use of reticulated water fõr irrigation to the period 6pm to 6am in order to minimise evaporation

losses and reduce pi"rruru o r thð system. The implenrentation of that constraint could be based

on a pre-determined drought index uälue so that controls were exercised in a progressive way.

Again, if it was enviiageOihat a total ban on certain classes of water use could be required this

could be linked to ã-pãrticular drought index value. These particular uses of a drought index would
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requ¡re some detailed study to establish appropriate decision point values and consultation with the

affected parties. ìr

il
ll
i\
\ì

l
4 \..
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CONGLUSIONS \

\
Groundwater development policies i

Because of the high risk of saltwater intrusion coastal aquifer groundwater development should be

carried out with care. The horizontal infiltration gallery technology is well suited to the conditions
and should be demonstrated and evaluated and demonstrated in a follow-up project.

From the indications about coastal plain groundwater potential in different zones, particular care

should be taken where the shallow volcanic basement limits the thickness of the aquifer. Because

of the potential for rapid development of saltwater intrusion, groundwater conductivìty should be : '. .','.

monitored routinely for a few selected wells. Once brackish watei'is detected in a well,

conductivity monitôring should be carried out on a rnonthly basis and pumping activity decreased

or stopped if a limit of 2000 g.S*cm is reached.

Demonstration project
A demonstration horizontal gallery well should be built with the objective of encouragting farmers to

exploit the groundwater potential of the coastal plain.

gallery with indicative costs is attached in Appendix 5
site can be chosen bearing in mind the need to make '
to monitor the effects of the abstraction and to place t
zone.

The expected outcomes of this project are:
. To refine construction details with a possible cost reduction
o to identify criteria to define the sustainable yield

. to promote horizontal gallery use sharing between farmers

. to identify crÍteria and set up rrethodology for future monitoring of the coastal plain aquifer.

Ga¡ery weli technical features as well as construction details would be pubiisneci in a report.

Drought management strategies
It would be possible to introduce a number of measures designed to improvd the drought tolerance

of the existing system. The drought index introduced in this report could be,used to provide some

objective meãsurement of the severity of a drought with the following possible management

interventions in mind:
. lnitially, the use of public information to increase public and political awareness of the nature

of Rarotonga's water supply and to promote conservation efforts
. Control of iirigation watering from the reticulated supply during droughts of specifìed intensity

and duration
. Bans on specified classes of water use during severe or extreme droughts.

Apart from the public information option these measures would require further analysis and public

consultation. A starting point in the development of these strategies could be for the Cook lslands'

Meteorological Service to report on drought condition using the Weighted Sum Drought lndex or an

appropriate alternative measure.
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APPENDIX 1

RESISTIVITY SOUNDINGS

This appendix presents the detailed field observations and interpretation for each sounding.
Location information is provioed in Table A1-1 and a brief commentary on the interpretation is
recorded in Table A1-2. The field data and sounding curve plots are presented for all soundings.
Details of interpreted models are presented for those soundings which were used in the analysis

, (Figures A1-1 to A1-19).

, Table A1-1: Resistivity sounding locations

Sounding Location Altitude
(m)

Depth to
wL (m)

Lithology

RAROl Titikaveka, Botanic Garden 4 Contact coastal terraces/sand
Clay top soil

IARO2 Airport, alongside airstrip 3.6 2 (?) Sand Top soil 0.5 m as stabilizer

RARO3 P.W. Dept, close to beach 2.5 Unconsolidated carbonate sand
and gravel

RARO4 Golf Course 5.5 )ry sand. Towards the quarry
nore clay mixed with sand

RAROS Sunset Motel, 40rn from
main rd

5.5 Unconsolidated carbonate sand
and gravel

RARO6 Matavera (back rd) 9.3 0oastalterraces

3.ARO7 Matavera, between main &
back

6.5 - 7.5 Swamp area

RAROS N/atavera (main rd) 55 Dry sand without clay .,j \.

RARO9 Rarotongan Hotel, swamp
area 45m inland

2.8 -3.2 Contact swamp/sand

RAROIO Rarotongan Hotel (main rd) 2.8 Unconsolidated carbonate sand
and gravel

RAROI lw Titikaveka, S.D.A. 4.4 Carbonate sand and gravel

RAROI 1s Titikaveka, S.D.A. 4.4 Carbonate sand and grave!

RAROI2w Muri Beach (main rd) 3.7 3.3 Carbonate sand and gravel

RAROI2s N4uri Beach (main rd) 3.7 3.3 Oarbonate sand and gravel

RARO13 Ngatangiia (back rd) 7.6 lood plain

RARO 1 4 Ngatangiia (main rd) 6.8 Carbonate sand. and oravel

RARO15 fitikaveka, up from Botanic
Garden

I Coastalterraces

RAROI 6 Takitumu (back rd) 10 Coastal terraces
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Sounding Location Aliltude
(m)

Depth to
wL (m)

\ithology
\'

RARO 17 Takitumu (main rd) 2.8 Unconsolidatèd carbonate sand
and gravel \

RARO18 Arorangi (main rd) 5.4 Garbonate sand and gravel

\i
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Table A1-22 Gommentary on resistivity sounding inte
No Site

Comment
\

RAP.C1
256 m

Botanic Garden
Low value for unsaturated zone (27.6 ohm*m related to sand +

clay), but presence of clay could lower resistivity value. lt is not
possible to insert a layer with resistivity more than 20-25 ohm*m,
even if water conductivity (563 pS) indicates freshwater. Depth to
WT in accord t¡.,ith field obsen'aticn

RARO2
512 m

Airport Freshwater saturated sand has same value as RARO1. Close
geological contact with coastal terraces (NK) could explain
presence of clay in the sand. Something wrong with dry r'olcanic
basement value - too high. Depth to WT (2 m) i-rreasured on the
field is different frrcm modelled lesult. May be problerns relateC to
methodoloqy itself due to the steep fall of resistivity (?)

RARO3
256 m

P.W. Dept. High value of freshwater saturated sand dues to very clean beach

deposit (carbonate sand, gravel and debris coral rock)

RARO4
256 m

Golf Course Good correspondence with RARO3

RAROS
256 m

Sunset Motel Good correspondence with RARO3 and 4

RARO6
512 m

Matavera back
rd

Second layer cannot be water saturated because of its altitude ano

location on flood plain. More likely it is fine sediment (clay, silt with

few g cts a thin Pure claY laYer.

Last I ranges from 140 to 170

ohm* d gravel (likely) in saturated

condition. During Don Dorrel well boring, at higher elevation, the

oresence of qravel was noted.

FìARO7
256 m

Matavera ffi't go enough deep to identify gravel

layer (if existing.. .)

RAF.O8
256 m

Matavera main
rd

Usual values for tclp soil and freshwater saturated sand. lne last

tìARO9
512 m

Rarotongan
swamp area

Jreshwater saturated laler
(compared to cther resul!Ð. Maybe matrix comp

RAROI O

256 m
Rarotongan
main rd

laYer with usual resistivitY

value.

RARO11
W

256 m

Titikaveka SDA W.f. too n¡gn. arer*ually, freshwater saturated layer can be

suppressed without any variation to RMS'

RARO12
W

512 m

Muri Beach
main rd

with low
ement likelY
W.T. maY be

little deeper (something like -1.8 from soil level).

PÁRO13
200 m

Ngatangiia back
rd

possible different solutions.
& RARO14 are located on
rogeneous lithologY. Big

problem is the presence of clay (coming from weathêring of
volcanic rock)that is present more or less in every deposit. The

clay presence (in different percentage) lowers the value of
resistivity anq makes the recognition of water saturated layers
more diffìcult.

RARO14
294 m

matnNgatangiia
rd

ffiturated layerwith low resistivity. Cannot

be saturated because of altitude. ls this altitude (6.8 m) correct?

l27l
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No Site
Gomment r

\i
\i

RARO15
256 m

Titikaveka bot.
garden

Third layer unlikely to be saturated becausQof its depth. lf a water
table occurs it should have been detected. Sounding with 256 m of
aïay, then more or less 40/50 m of soil penetration.

RAROI 6
256 m

Takitumu back
rd

Equivalence analysis shows many possible differentsolutions. lt
could be as in RARO6, where gravel aquifer is located under
clavev lavers.

RAROI 7
256 m

Takitumu main
rd

Similar value to RARO11 (quite close) but good accord between
estimated W.T. and soundinq level.

RARO18
512 m

Arorangi main rd But for the second layer (low resistivity) good accordance with
results obtained on the west coast (presence of vclcanic
basement)

l28l
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RMS Error:

c"r"*"f., Bot"nic Garden water well conductivity r¡¡as 563 ¡rs/cm @ 25 c degrees
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551 507 495 443 43,

222 212 170.2 183 I

1.286 1.267 1.397 1.486 0.0497

0.485 0.461 0.391 0.1234 0.0228

0.374 0.35 0.278 0.1073 0.0527

0.537 0.588 c.481 0.1589 0.00575

2.2 1.983 1.229 0.447 0.0881

4.74 4.45 3.17 1.4865 -0.01

Comnrents: No direct conductivity nìeasurernent carried out in Airport water well.

Conductivity was reported to be around 800 pS/cm @ 25 C degrees.
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Figure A1-2: lnterpreted modelfor RARO2
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Comr¡ænts:

Wenner Sounding Curve
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Figure A1-6: lnterpreted model for RARO6
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(a)

(b)

Figure A1-7: lnterpreted model for RAROT

MODEL CHART
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(a) MODEL CHART

DATA CHART
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Figure A1-8: lnterpreted modelfor RAROS
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Comrnents: D1 direction cable detoured around house for outer electrode.

Site: Su¡anþ area close to the Raroiong RefNo: RARO9 Weaher: Fine

Observers: Giownni, Adrian, David Bearino: D1 Clockwse Tooooraohv:

Date: 21/01198 So Geoloqy: swarlr area
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MODEL CHART
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Figure A1-9: lnterpreted modelfor RARO9
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Close to beach adjacent to RAROO

230 216 153 180.3 13.78

115.6 109.6 74.8 100.1 6.03

46.1 43.3 28.5 44.6 273

12.76 12 10.17 12.09 0.755

g.sz 3.7 2.55 3.71 0,219

1.298 1.272 0.825 1.298 0.0448

0.1724 0.1699 0.1089 0.1926 0,00299

0.0299 0.009 0.0261 0.00247

l47l

Comments: Esürnated GL to be 2.7 m abo\€ sea level (high tide). Attenpted to use ABEM

Booster unit but obtained highV suspect wlues.
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Figure A1-10: lnterpreted modelfor RARO10
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2

Cornn*nt"t S*nding abandoned after persistent reports of poor contact and suspected

cable faufts. Schlunberger sounding (FARO1 1s) conpleted in ils place'
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DATA CHART

110
Electrode spacing

12.97 VoRNIS

(m)
L
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Figure A1-1 1: lnterpreted figure for RAROI 1w

MODEL CHART
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No. RAROIls Date:

Location: Tilavela Coordinates:

Elevation: BearÍnqs:

Aß12 M¡U2 Resistivitv k Aooarent Res. Anoarent Res.

(m) (m) (ohm-m) (ohm-m) (ohm-m)

1 o4 125.2 3.297 412.78

1.47 0.4 61.6 7.853533 48?.78

2.15 0.4 31.8 17.5153i 556.99

3.16 o.4 14.93 38.56548 575.78

4.64 0.4 6.25 83.87568 s24.22

6.81 o.4 2 181.3982 362.80

4.64 2 40.4 13.76074 555.93

6.81 2 12 33.26524 399.18

10 2 2.4 75.36 180.86

14.7 2 o.443 166.4907 73.76

21.5 2 0.0504 359.7263 18.13

31.6 2 0.00935 780.7296 7.30

46.4 2 0.00384 1666.934 6.48

3'1.6 4 0.000288 385.6548 0.11

46.4 4 0.0278 838.7568 23.32

68.1 4 0.0936 1813.982 169.79

110 4 0.1329 4742.97 630.34

147 4 0.664 8475.253 5627.57
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comments: water well conductivtty (Muri Beach Villas) was 376 ps/cm @ 25 c degrees
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No. RAROI2s Date: 2210111998

Location: MuriBeach Coordinates:
Elevation: Bearinqs:

þ.El2 Ml'l/2 Resistivitv k Apparent Res. Apparent Res.
lm (m) lohm*m) (ohmtm) (ohm-m)

1 0.4 65.8 3.297 216.94

1.47 a4 25.2 7.853533 197.91

2.15 0.4 8.44 17.51531 147.83

3.16 0.4 1.941 38.56548 74.86

4.64 0.4 0.468 83.87568 39.25
6.81 o.4 0.0871 181.3982 15.80

4.64 2 0.00505 13.76074 0.07
6.8i 2 0.944 33.26524 31.40

10 2 0.21 75.36 15.83

14.7 2 0.cc966 166.4907 1.61

21.5 2 0.0364 359.7263 13.09

31.6 2 0.01983 780.7296 15.48

46.4 õ4 0.0341 1686.934 57.52
31.6 4 0.1 38 385.6s48 s3.22

46.4 4 0.1 526 838.7568 127.99
68.'1 4 0.1251 1813.982 226.93

100 4 0.01745 3918.72 68.38

147 4 0.00599 8475.253 50.77
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Figure A1-12'. lnterpreted figure for RAROI2w
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No. raro 13 Date: 23101/1998

Location: back road Coordinates:

Elevation: Bearinqs:

ABI2 MN/2 Resistivitv k Aooarent Res. Aoparent Res.

(m) (m) (ohm"m) (ohm.m) lohm.m)

1 0.4 5.5 3.297 18.13

1,47 0.4 2.1 7.853533 16.49

2.15 0.4 0.989 17.s1531 17.32

3.16 0.4 0.461 38.56548 17.78

4.64 0.4 o.218 83.87568 18.28

6.81 0.4 0.1032 181 3982 18.72

4.64 2 1.393 13.76074 19.17

6.81 2 0.597 33.26524 19.86

10 2 0.29 75.36 21.85

14.7 2 0.1349 166.4907 22.4õ

21.5 2 0.0582 359.7263 20.94

31.6 2 0.0265 780.7296 20.69

46.4 2 0.01173 '1686.934 19.79

31.6 4 0.0503 385.6548 19.40

46.4 4 o.024 838.7568 20.1 3

68.1 4 0.0137 1813.982 24.85

100 4 0.00s9 3918.72 23.12

147 4 8475.253 0.00
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Resistivity ( ohm^.m )I 10 10'

[s6]

MODEL CHART

DATA CHART

(a)

Figure A1-13: lnterpreted modelfor RARO13
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No. RARO14 Turangi Date: 23101/1998

Location: main road Coordinates:

Elevation: Bearinqs:

ABI2 Mì,1/2 Resistivitv k Anoarent Res. Aooarent Res.

(m) (m) (ohm.m) (ohm.m) (ohm*m)

1 0.4 10.43 3.297 34.39

1.47 0.4 3.74 7.853533 2e.37

2.15 o.4 1.391 17.51531 24.36

3.16 0.4 0.595 38.56548 22.95

4.64 0.4 0.267 83.87568 22.39

6.81 0.4 0.129 181.3982 23.40

4.64 ¿ 1.781 13.76074 24.51

6.81 2 o.745 33.26524 24.78

10 2 0.337 75.36 25.40

14.7 2 0.1337 166.4907 22.26

21.5 2 0.0404 359.7263 14.53

31.6 2 o.01074 780.7296 8.39

46.4 2 0.0025 1686.934 4.22

31.6 4 0.023 385.ô548 8.87

46.4 4 0.00568 838.7568 4.76

68.1 4 0.001817 1813.982 3.30

100 4 3918.72 0.00

147 4 0.000684 8475.253 5.80
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Figure A1-14: lnterpreted modelfor RARO14
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(a) MODEL CHART

DATA CHART
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Figure A1-15: lnterpreted modelfor RARO15
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Takitumu on the back road
Bearinq: D1 Counter-clockwise
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MODEL GHART

Resistivity ( oþm'm )10 10¿
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DATA CHART
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Figure A1-17: lnterpreted modelfor RARO17
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Comrnents:

Site: Aroranqi on the rnain road
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Figure A1-18: lnterpreted modelfor RARO18
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APPENDIX 2

DROUGHT INDEX CALCULATIONS

(a) Standardised Precipitation lndex
iÉe Standardised Precipitation lndex (SPl) as cle

t"t ing the difference of ihe precipitation from lng

nV tfté standard deviation. because precipita er

than 12 months the SPI is generally adjusted

scale is zero and the standärd deviatioå is one. For this particular study, in the interests of

sinrplicity and because inter-site comparisons are not required, a non-nofmalised sPl has been

calculated using the following FoRrnnru program:

DTMENSTON RArN(10OO¡ , el (10,1-000) , TNTERV(10)

oPElr ('! o , 'TSERTES . pns' )

OPEN(11, 'SPI.DAT')
oPEN(12,'SPT.OUT')
INTERV(I) = 1

INTERV(2) = 3

INTERV(3) = 6

INTERV (4) = 1"2

INTERV(S\ = 24
NINT = 5

Do 10 I = 1,1000
READ(10, *, END=20) YYI'ÍM, RAIN(I)

10 CONTINUE
20NUM=I-1

DO50K=1,NINÍ
J - TNTERV(K)

C Calculate mean and standard deviatíon
RTOT = 0.0
DO 30 I = 1-,J

RTOT=RTOT+RÀIN(I)
30 CONTINUE

SUM = RÎOT
SttMSQ = RTOT*RTOT
DO35 I=.J+].,NUM

RTor = RToT - RÀIN(T-.T) + RArN(r)
SUM =SUM+RTOT
SUMSQ = SUMSQ + RTOT*RTOT

35 CONTINUE
M =NUM+L-J
AVG = SUM/REÃL(M)
SD = SQRT ( (REA¡ (M) *SUMSQ - SIJM*SUM) / (REÄL (M) *REÃL (M-1) ) )

WRITE\L2,36) J, NUM, M, STJM, SI]MSQ, AVG/REAT(J) ' SD

36 FORMAT (315, 4G10 .3 )

C. . . .. .. .Calculate PrecipitaEion Index
RTOT = 0.0
DO 40 I = 1,'J

RTOT = RTOT + Rå'IN(I)
PI(K,I) = 0'0

40 CONTTNUE
PI(K,J) = (RroT - ÀvG)/sD
DO45I=J+L,NUlf

RTOT = RTOT - R-A.IN(I-,J) + RÀIN(I)
PI(K,I) = (RroT - AvG) /sD

45 CONÎINUE
50 CONTINUE

DO60I=1,NUM
WRrTE(11,65) I, (PI(K,I)'K=l'NINT)

65 FORMAT (f3 ,2X,10F8 .3 )
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60 CONT]NUE
STOP
END

\'
\
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\
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l
l¡
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[6e]
\

(b) weish r\ 'r

'r

The Weighted ned in equation 1 is simply calculd¡ted in an Excel

spreadshìet. this is done using the initial month'b from the Rarotonga

Airfield rainfall n (Colur n B) contains the monthly:,rainfall. The

calculated index is derived by inserling the following formula in row 12, and then copying it to the

remainder of the column. 1, 
,

=811 + 0.9*81O + 0.8*89 + 0.7*88 + 0.6*87 + 0.5*86 + 0.4*85 + 0.3*84 + 0.2*83 + 0.1*82

Obviously alternative indices can be determined by modifying the abov

weights t,o different months or to change the lengtn of record involved. s

been gained with the use of a particular index it would be desiiable to r e

particular purpose.

x
0,tt
E

E)

o
o

Figure A2-1= Section of Excel spreadsheet to calculate Standardised Precipitation lndex
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APPEND¡X 3

DAIRY

Wednesday 1a Jan (Fiii)
Suva-Nadi -Rarotonga.

Wednesday 14 Jan (Cook Is)

,, Met by Ben Parakoti, visited some sites where leaks were reported or inspected and witnessed the

Ltse compressed air to pinpoint a buried leak. Orientation tour of the island with a visit to one of the

intakes (new gravel filter). Met with Don Durrell (spoke about coastal protection). Visit to Keu
' Mataroa (Acting Secretary of MOWEP).

Thursday 15 Jan
Field trip with Keu Mataroa and Terii Tipokoroa to visit sites where groundwater is already being

exploited in one way or another. Undeftook a preliminary analysis of monthly rainfall data to

illustrate the concept of a drought index.

Friday 16 Jan
Resistivity surveys at Botanical Garden (RARO1) and Rarotonga Airpoft (RARO2). Office to
complete initial interpretation. Return to Botanical Garden site to do some levelling and make

some obseruations about the well. lnspected an additional 'gallery' site and discussed the
alternatives.

Saturday 17 Jan
Reconnaissance trip with Ben Parakoti to select resistivity suruey sites for Monday & Tuesday

Sunday 18 Jan
Rest Day

Monday 19 Jan I

Resistivity surveys alongside beach behind Water Supply Department (RARó3), at Goif Course
(RARO4|and ad'jacent i-o Rarotonga Sunset Motel (RÀRO5). Office to procéss and irìterpret
results. Obtained copy of intake flow records for some additional analysis.

Tuesday 20 Jan
Visit to Raymond Newnham (SOPAC National Representative). Resistivity surveys (RARO6 to 8)

in parallel beyond Tupapa Stream. Return to office to process and interpret. Preliminary
processing of intake flow records to show longer term series.

Wednesday 21 Jan
Resistivity surueys (RARO9 & 10). Booster used for final setting of RARO10 with apparently
erroneous results. Rain atfected obseruations. Terence carried on with the presentation of the

intake flow records. PC with modem returned to WSD & attempt made to contact SOPAC. Cook
lsland newspaper and radio carried a news item about the visit-

Thursday 22 Jan
Resistivity surveys at SDA site. Offset Wenner equipment appeared to be faulty so abandoned

that in favour of Schlumberger and completed RARO11 & 12 with mixed results - lots of negative

values. Visited Don Durrell with Ben Parakoti to ask about his well and hear about his cclastal

protection work. Field testing of Offset Wenner equipment which appeared to confirm suspicion

ihat one cable had developed a fault. Subsequent bench testing demonstrated that there was no

fault in the suspect cable.

\
\
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Friday 23 Jan r -, -.:r-- ^¡ 
I I

Visit with Don Durreil to his former weil. coilected video of coastar protectidn,measures' Two

schrumberger soundings (RARO1 3 & 14t;d two offset wenner soundingi (RARO1 5&1 6) which

were completed without any further problems' \
'i

SaturdaY 24Jan , ,- ^, ^,- i

office. Data processing and interpretation. Anarysis of additionar data requirements" some more

*ork on the drought index concept' \r

Sunday 25 Jan
Rest day.

Monday 26 Jan
Resistivity surueys in-morning (RARo17, 1g & 19). Data processing and collection of background

infornration on ,uråy.¡te". Þàcf."d equipment and delivered to Air New Zealand cargo'

the following ParticiPants:
MOWPP
MOWPP
MOWPP

ks MOWPP
rks MOWPP

MOWPP
MOWPP
MOWPP

Ngatokorua Mataio Secretary inistry of Agriculture

Anau Manarangi Director iìesearch/Extension Ministry of Agriculture

Robert Wigmore Farmer/DeveloPer

Follow up discussion with Robert wigmore and subsequent visit to Muri Beachcomber where Peter

Kemp has maintained records of groundwater level at a gallery well. wrap up meeting with Ben

Parakoti. Entered Muri Beachcomber groundwater level data.

WednesdaY 28 JanlThursdaY 29 Jan
Return to Suva.

l
li
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APPENDIX 4

GROUNDWATER LEVELS

l
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Date WL (m)

970226 -4.5

970227 -3.7

970228 -3.4

970301 -3.38

970302 -3.34
970303 -3.4

970304 -3.4
970305 -3.45
970306 -3.4

970307 -3.5
970308 -3.5

970309
97031 0 -3.46

97031 1 -3.45
970312 -3.44

97031 3 -3.43

970314 -3.32

97031 5 -3.34
97031 6

970317 -3.31

97031 8 -3.34
97031 I -3.36

970320 -3.26
970321 -3.3

970322 -3

970323
970324 -3
970325 -3

970326 -3.1

970327 -ó

970328 -3.04

970329 -3.04
970330 -3.01

970331 -3
970401 -3.1

970402 -3.1

970403 -3.01

970404 -3.1

970405 -3.1

970406 -3.106

970407 -3.108
970408 -3.1

970409 -3.1

970410 -3.1

970411 -3.1

970412 -3.2

Date WL lm)
970413 -3.2

970414 -,5.¿

970415 -3.2

970416 -3.2

970417 -3.2

970418 -3.107

970419 -3.2

970420
970421 -3.2

970422 -3.2

970423 -3.5

970424 -3.04
970425 -2.84
970426 -3.7

970427
970428 -3.5

970429 -2.7

970430 -3.O7

970501 -3.5

970502 -3.503
970503 -2.7

970504
970505 -3.5

970506 -3.5

970507 -3.5

970508 -3.603

970509 -3.604

97051 0 -3.4

97051 1 -3.6

970512 -3.504

97051 3 -3.503
970514 -3.603

97051 5 .3.5

97051 6 -3.404
970517 -3.4

97051 I
9705'19 -3.5

970520 -3.5

970521 -3.6

970522 -3.6

970523 -3.7

970524 -3.7

970525 -3.6

970526 -3.4

970527 -3.6

970528 -3.7

Date WL (m)

970529 -3.6

970530 -3.6

970531 -3.4

970601
970602 -3.3

970603 -3.3

970604 -3.7

970605 -3.7

970606 -3.7

970607 -3.6
970608
970609 -3.6
97061 0 -3.6
97061 1 -3.5
970612 -3.5
97061 3 -3.45
970614 -3.5
97061 5
97061 6 -3.2

970617 -3.2

97061 I -3.2

97061 I -3.17

970620 -3.1

970ê21 -2.64
970622
970623 -2.6
970624 -2.63
970625 -2.84
970626 -2.92
970627 -2.75
970628 -2.9
970629 -2.9
970630 -2.74
970701 -2.9
970702 -2.94
970703 -2.96
970704 -3

970705 -3

970706 -3.05
970707 -3.05
970708 -2.9
970709 -3.O2

970710 -3.05
970711 -3.1

970712 -3.1

970713 -3

Date WL (m)
970714 -3

9707'15 -3.05
970716 -2.5
970717
970718
970719
970720
970721
970722
970723
970724
970725
970726
970727

173l
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970728
970729
970730 -1.95

i (ObseruationssuPPlied
' by Pêter Kemp of the
r Muri Beachcomber
ii Motel)

I

I¿\,.1
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Figure A4-1: Groundwater levels recorded at Muri Beach

Date Comment
1/03197 water run out 4.22Q
8lo3l97
9lo3l97 rainstarted - - \

12t03/97 :30 empty
'il

25103197 2:45 half pump

23104197 added hose from old main

24/O4197 1Oom rain v.heaw WL 2.60

26104197 ran all nioht
pumped all night 

-

27104197
28104197 ain all niqht
29104!97
gg!04.1w

1105197

_Ag!_p_gnp €g_lq gl_!!S¡!_Q¡'Q-e n'-:-gf f 3p¡¡.,-Ug¡g s Ue ve I vg!
pumped allday off 6Pm - to 2:OPm

oumo all nioht
3/05197 Vi llas start buildt_qg__._-.___

24105197 half throttle
25/05197 he-ew faitllqqt !ìig¡!, Q.qqpr! Wl= 3.9

?9!95ß7
30/05i97

hs-?_yyrai!Ìst_ilsh!___-_-
rain last night

31105/97 rain l4qt night _ _
14/06197 he4vv-!el!-l-{slr!sI!
21106197 12:25 W L 2.900

3107/97 pipe off qain pip_e __
4l07/97 timer 2hrs off
5/07197 wire been cut
9107197 back hose off main pipe

16107197 pump eÍ qllqish!_!!l!_[20am, put 
-q!-.j-u-! 

tj¡-9$19-tllþpi!-------------,'
17107197 L pump not working t_
23/07197 pump off
29107/97
30107197

no oumo
p ñtdr 

"naT.¡ollo"* 
trll tn ¿ttr" 

_- --:
1/08197 one ouarter throttle

151O8197 off 8:1 5

7112197 hurricane warning
8112197 cvclone oam
9/12197 verv busv

27101198 376 microS/cm, 187 PPm TDS l
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APPENDIX 5

Design and estimate for a horizontal gallery well

\
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\
\
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26.80 m

Cost for Installation ol a Gallery Well (NZ Dollars)

4 Tiers of 1200 mm Ø x 1500 mm culverts

,/

T
I

+
!

O
tr)

-;

12 metres long 100 mm Ø slotted PVC pipe

:

l
ll AmountItem

1200mmØx1500mm
high concrete culvert

12 m x 200 mm PVC pipe

Aggregate

Allow for culvert cover and padding
cement - 40 kg
sand
aggregate
665 HRC wiremesh 1.2m x 2.4 sht

Excavation and backfilling

Labour

2

78

No

m3

Unit

No

av

4

19
0.50
3.8
1

24

40

Rate

400

450

38

20
45
38
75

120

10

1,600

900

2,964

380
22.5

145
75

2,880

400

bags
m3
m3
sht

hrs

hrs

1200 mm Ø x 150O mm aì,lvert

12 motres long 100 mm Ø slotted PVC pipe

Lay polythene nembrcne on top of aggregate backfill
3

Backflll ol qgragele

-
I

9,366.5

1,873.3

[fR259-Ricci &Scott]
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SOUÎH PACIFTC APPTIED GEOSCIENCE COMMISSION

Telephone : 3813771381139
Cable : SOPACPRO, Suva
Fax : 370040

Postaladdress :

Street address :

SOPAC Secretariat
Private Mail Bag, GPO, Suva
Mead Road, Suva, Fiji
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